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THE GARDEN AT «FAIRACRES” 

JENKINTOWN, PENNA. 
Designed by Wilson Eyre 

ty one end of the Huntingdon Valley is 

the borough of Jenkintown, the roofs 
and spires of which have scarcely disappeared 

from view as one enters the gateway of 

“Fairacres.” <A 

Described by a Camera 

charm, serene and mature, which on’: time 
and the deft touch of unhindered nature 
can accomplish, 

Architecture and garden-craft have been 
wrought here con- 

long house, half 
ivy-covered, lies 
broadside to the 

road, and many 
little gables break 

into irregularity 

the long low roof- 

line. Vines have 
now gained upon 

the second storey, 
and even to the 
roof, and have 
changed the as- 
pect of a building 

which, twelve or 
fifteen years ago, 
was familiar to all 
who followed the 
growth of Ameri- 
can domestic ar- 

chitecture,—so in- 
dividual a_ work 
was this house 
and so determin- 

edly had it aroused 

contemporary de- 
signing from the 
lethargy into which 

it seemed to be 

drifting. Since then many more imposing 

country residences have been reared, to 
which all eyes are now turned; but “ Fair- 

acres’’ has been quietly taking on that 

THE ROMAN FOUNTAIN 

tinuously since 

1886, when the 
house was built. 
Additions have 
been made to it 

and still other ad- 
ditions have been 
planned. In 1895 
the barns were 
erected, or rather, 
let us say, restored, 
for the old white- 
washed barn, as 
intimate a part of 
that countryside as 
its grass and trees, 
was destroyed by 
fire, and the new 
structure was 
made to reproduce 

the prototype by 
an architect to 
whose keen appre- 
ciation of local 
tradition is due 
much of his suc- 
cess. All of the 
work at “Fair- 
acres”” has been 

designed and carried out by Mr. Wilson 
Eyre under the most favorable conditions 
any architect can have, those of a sympa- 
thetic and codperating client. 
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House and Garden 
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PLAN OF THE GARDEN 

Situated apart from the house, the garden 
is a work of art whose beauty is entirely its 

own and not reflected by that of its sur- 
roundings nor dependent upon anything 

outside of its four walls. It was laid out in 
1897 and planted immediately afterward. It 
lies so far above its surroundings that no 

trees rise above it affording a background ; 
and similarly the plants within the garden 
have been taught by artifice to rise above 

(——____§ AR ES ee REE iii 2 == 7 

“ PAIRACRES 

their fellows without to a _ new level of 
importance, to assume dignified manners 
of growth and to put aside the habits of 
their former wild oblivion. The garden 
is the crowning ornament to the place and 
serves also to tie together into one group 
such minor buildings as the barn and 
greenhouses. Enclosed only by low stone 

walls, its splendor is that of an open plateau 
without an interruption to its unity or any 

Beene and 

THE CENTRAL WALK OF THE GARDEN ““ FAIRACRES 
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House and Garden 

THE DESCENT FROM 

barrier to a view 

which may com- 

prehend all at a 

glance. In this 
expansiveness 

lies the appropri- 

ateness of the 
name of “ Fair- 
acres.” It is the 

most formal gar- 
den in the vicin- 

ity of Philadel- 

phia; and though 

less monumenal, 
perhaps, than 

others in that 
region and else- 
where, it is equal 
to any in the 
richness of its 
design and the 
effectiveness of 
its ornamentation 

and planting. In- 
deed this garden 

might easily rival 
some of the Old- 

THE LAWN 

A GAZEBO FROM WITHOUT 

“PAIRACRES 

World work in 

years to come, 

when age shall 

have given “ Fair- 
acres’’ less of a 
handicap in such 
a comparison. 

The space en- 

closed is a rect- 

angle measuring 
140 by 355 feet. 
This one enters 
in descending 
from the lawn 
before the house 
by a single flight 
of steps, reminis- 
cent of those at 
Haddon Hall. 
Two levels com- 

pose the space. 
Their propor- 

tions can be seen 

by reference to 
the plan. At the 
far end of the 
rectangle enclos- 

5 



The Garden at “Fairacres’ 

4 PARTERRE WALLED WITH PRIVET 

ing the parterres one may mount to a ter- 

race which forms a terminal feature of the 
garden and whose shape is that of half an 

Though above the parterres, this 
1S slightly below the level of the 

lawn, a difference which may have 
been caused by the expense of grading, for 
the ground outside of this end of the garden 

falls rapidly away. 

the fields may be had from over the hedges 
which are here the boundary of the design. 

At one side of the formal garden is situ- 
ated a wild garden, the work and delight of 
the mistress of “ Fairacres.” Its gaiety of 
color shines through the arbor which sepa- 

from the 
rectilinear space we 

octagon. 

terrace 

house 

rates it 

have been viewing; y% 

and stepping , 

turf walks, 

the visitor is soon 

lost to sight amid 

high masses of 

shrubbery and 

interspersed 

now  & 

upon 

bloom 

A pleasant glimpse of 

STRUCTURAL 

‘“FAIRACRES 

with pear and other fruit trees. Hot-houses 

flank this wild garden upon two sides. Be- 

yond these there is no architecture to be seen 
save a fragment of an old column supporting 
a sun-dial. However beautiful in reality 

such a garden may be, he who looks for pic- 
tures not of a purely horticultural character 
must ever turn to architectural surroundings 

) obtain picturesque compositions. 
"Thus we retrace our steps to the formal 

garden and find vistas through arbors await- 
ing us, stone garden houses, such as the old 
E. nglish gardeners termed gazebos or hahas, 
vine-clad balustrades and, best of all, the pool 
on whose refreshing surface the light stream 

pote LAP coer 

PD 

DETAILS OF THE ROSE ARBORS 
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The Garden at “Fairacres”’ 

ONE OF THE ROSE ARBORS 

of a fountain is the only disturber of the re- 
At each corner of the sunken 

garden is a rose arbor, so covered with 
foliage and bloom that a means of support 

is only discovered by peering beneath its 

poseful scene. 

S 

““ FAIRACRES 

shade. Crimson ramblers were at their 
height of bloom here, as well as on the gaze- 
bos, when the pictures were taken. It was 
a sight that would make one wish for the 
trick that might photograph color; but 



House and Garden 
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AN ELEVATION OF THE SOUTHEAST END OF THE GARDEN 

The Roman fountain having been substituted for the axial feature at the right 

instead, one must find content in admiration 
through the ground glass of the camera. 

Not only does “ Fairacres’’ owe much of 
its charm to architecture proper but to its 

architectural ornament as it is found in old 
fragments and in decorative jars old and new. 
If there is sucha thing as a stage whisper, 
there is a garden whisper also ; and it is this 
that an owner’s voice "ati when he re- 

lates to you in the last reaches of confidence 

how y onder beautiful composite capitals were 

saved from the wreck of a famous city land- 

mark razed in the path of improvements, 
bought for a song, but transported for sev- 
eral songs. The four canitals in the par- 
terres at “ Fairacres’’ were saved from the 

beautiful portico of a well-known Philadel- 

phia bank recently torn down. How suitable 

a fate for our own native work, which if not 
thus saved is doomed to damage or destruc- 
tion in a stoneyard ! 

Large flower pots, especially designed for 
“ Fairacres”’ by the architect, support bay 
trees in important positions. Vases of rich 

THE WALK CONNECTING THE GAZEBOS “PAIRACRES 
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House and Garden 

green glazes in 
the shape of Ital- 
ian wine jars give 
color and dignity 
to the enclosure 
of the pool. 

Huge jars by Ri- 

chetti of Pruneta 
mark the walk 
upon the raised 

terrace at the end 
of the garden; 
but these and the 
two white marble 

statues of female 
figures there are 
so placed that 
they shall not 

rob a_ beautiful 
Roman fountain 
of its effect as a 
final point of 
richness and dig- 
nity in the view 
across the garden. 

The planting 

counties, the rude 
structural ele- 

ments having 
been retained. 
These are natu- 
rally found at 
best in the sub- 
structure, where 
the picturesque- 
ness of  white- 
washed _ stone- 
work has _ been 
demonstrated. 

But it is the su- 
perstructures of 
barns that offer 
rare opportunities 
to architects who 
are appreciative 
of their material 
and, being so, 
are temperate of 

its treatment. 
Though our pho- 
tographs do not 

show that portion 
of so architec- 
tural a garden as 

this must be re- 

strained in order to play a secondary role ; 

but it is none the less a subject of the great- 

est care and study. The planting of the 
long borders is indicated upon the plan 
shown here, while those at each end contain 
roses and geraniums. The large hedges are 
of California privet ; 
box; the walls are covered with wistaria, 
Virginia creeper, rambler roses, trumpet vine, 
clematis and English ivy. Against the low 
wall of the garden retaining the house lawn 
are espaliered French peach trees. 

The barn has been developed in the way 
pointed by the farm architec- 
ture of the eastern Pennsylvania 

A GABLE OF THE BARN 

the small ones of dwarf 

of the barn at 
“Fairacres” 
where the archi- 

tect has spent a restrained fancy upon 
pigeon lofts, outside stairways and the plac- 
ing of windows, they do show what can be 
done to make a barn gable a thing of 
beauty. Upon starting to build the garden 

few would have supposed that an end of a 
barn, obtruding above a level that did not 
belong to it, could have grown into one of 
the most charming features of the finished 
garden; but the doubt is now answered 
by the effect of the trellises supporting, 
upon a shingled wall, wistaria and clematis, 
amid which a trumpet vine clings to what- 

ever it can reach by its deter- 

mined feet. 

Face of the Sun-dial at ** Fairacres”’ 
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THE SMITHY AT ALDERLEY 

THE CHARM OF THE ENGLISH COUNTRY 

By CLIFTON JOHNSON 

O one who has known only America the 

first acquaintance with England is a 
revelation for which the pictures one may 
have seen and one’s reading have given no 
adequate preparation. Even in the towns, 
there is a very definite change from what we 

are accustomed to on this side of the At- 
lantic; and the country is suggestive of 

fairyland. You recognize a region you 

have hitherto viewed only in dreams. Its 

scenes had been vaguely absorbed from 
literature and art, and you had its main char- 
acteristics imprinted in the recesses of your 
imagination. Yet the reality more than 
fills the fondest expectations. 

The ideal time for a visit is between the 
first of April and midsummer. Earlier than 
April you get the chill discomfort and com- 
parative barrenness of the winter. Later 
than July the fields are shorn, and the vernal 
tide of blossoms which, until then, had been 
on the rise, begins to recede and leave be- 
hind a touch of somberness. The limits I 
have mentioned are for the consideration of 
those who can only see England for a few 
weeks. Any person with more leisure, and 
to whom tranquillity is happiness, could not 

do better than find some rustic English 

Eden and hire a house for a year. Life and 
nature both seem gentler there than with us. 
There is greater ease and less of strenuous- 
ness—less of nervous haste. Conditions on 
our continent have not yet lost their new- 
ness and rawness; we are still in a state of 
transition. But in England the channels of 

human activity are deep-worn and the cur- 
rents flow smoothly without turmoil. 

One’s first interest is naturally in the hab- 
its and homes of the people, and these can 
nowhere be observed to better advantage 

than in the little country places with their 
thronging, rosy- -cheeked children. It is 
noticeable that the habitations gather in 
much snugger groups than they do in 
America, and that outside of the villages 
the broad farmlands are almost uninter- 
rupted. The village concentration is no 
doubt an heirloom of the feudal days when 
proximity for mutual defense was a neces- 
sity ; but it is also desirable from the land- 
lord’s point of view, for the tenantry can be 
more easily managed in closely built ham- 
lets than if they were scattered. 

Every village has its church, even though 
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AN ENGLISH VILLAGE 

A VILLAGE ROAD 



House and Garden 

the worshipers who gather 
are the merest handful. The 
building is usually of stone, 
and is beautiful in its thick- 
walled massiveness, its age, 
and its simple, dignified archi- 
tecture—beautiful likewise in 
the sentiment imparted by 

the churchyard where sleep 
the unnumbered generations 
of the past. The churchyard 
is sure to have excellent care, 
and weeds and wild bushes 
get no foothold. Grass and 
flowers are encouraged to do 
their best, the paths are kept 
neat and trim, and the spot 
is a pleasant place of resort. 
Near by is the village green, 
which is, however, less green 
than the churchy snd. On it the children play 
and the turf does not flourish beneath their 
hobnailed shoes. In some communities the 

green is a haunt of the geese and ducks and 
other fowls, and may serve on occasion as 
the camping ground of a caravan of gypsies. 

Now and then you happen on a village 
that once was a market- town, but has been 

A ROW OF COTTAGES 

superseded by a rival place of more favored 

situation and more vigorous growth. The 
hamlet which has dropped out in the race 

still retains the open square that was the 
market-place, and perhaps has_ the old 
market cross standing prominent on the 
square, a silent reminder of the noisy scenes 
of traffic that once enlivened the vicinity. 

AN OLD MILL ALDERLEY 

15 



The Charm of the English Country 

— 

A VILLAGE GREEN AND COTTAGES 

4 PATH IN A GENTLEMAN S PARK 

EVENLEY 

The village roadways are narrow and the 
houses crowd along on either side, some 
of them close to the sidewalks, others far 
enough back to allow for a little strip of 
lawn or garden. Few save the gentry as- 
pire to have the lawn. Ordinary folk dig 
up the earth between the street and their 
houses and grow cabbages, turnips and simi- 
lar vegetables ; yet they are not so utilitarian 

but that they reserve strips along the walks 
for flowers. The main garden is behind the 
house, and on its borders you will be likely 
to find a diminutive pig-pen, a rabbit hutch 
and a row of beehives. Everything is snug 
and domestic and very little space is wasted. 

The gentry arrange their premises on a 
different plan from their plebeian neighbors. 
Their houses, as seen from the street, are 
prosaic and non-committal, for they turn 
their backs on the public way and front in 
the other direction. Pass through to the rear 
of the dwelling and you discover a generous 
lawn, a decorative garden, hothouses and a 
wealth of trees and vines. 

It is a familiar saying that “ An English- 
man’s home is his castle.” He zealously 
guards the rights and perquisites of his abode 



House and Garden 

and is seclusive in it to a degree almost me- 

dieval. Something of the castle sentiment is 

apparent even in the outward aspect of the 
home ; for not only is the building itself in- 
variably of either brick or stone, but the en- 

tire grounds are shut in by stout walls. Often 

the street walls of a gentleman’s place are 

from eight to twelve feet high, so that both 
access and view are pretty effectively cur- 

tailed. 

An interesting feature of the village is its 

inns. The hamlet must be very small not 

to have more than one. Ordinarily they are 

merely loafing and drinking resorts and not 

very savory; but we have read so much 
about them that they possess a peculiar at- 
traction. The inn signs swing from the 
buildings or are erected on poles; and the 
names are often very quaint, and suggestive 
of the rude illiterate days of centuries ago, 
when so few could read that it was essential 

every place of business should have a sign 
picturing some object which all could recog- 
nize and remember. In this and many other 
respects glimpses of the old, or what is rem- 

iniscent of the old, meet one constantly. 

Houses two or civic hundred years of age 
are to be seen in every hamlet. Their roofs 
are usually of mossy tiles, though some of 
the cottages have still more beautiful roofs 
of thatch ; and they have windows with tiny 
leaded panes and chimneys capped with 
chimney-pots. 

Best of all in the English country is the 
ease with which you get into close compan- 

ionship with nature. The village trees and 
shrubbery are alive with birds ; the sparrows 
build in the crevices of the roofs and in other 
nooks and crannies about the buildings ; the 
swallows dwell in the chimneys and beneath 
the eaves; the starlings find homes in the 
church tower; and the rooks have noisy col- 

THATCHED COTTAGES AT BALDON 
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House and Garden 

onies in the 

treetops on 

the estates of 
the gentry. 

The feathered 
citizens of the 

air are in con- 

tinual evi- 

dence to the 

sight, and 
their songs 
gladden the 

ear through 
all the hours 

of daylight. 

Then, in the 
evening, if 
you will seek 

out some fa- 
vored spot, 

you may hear the nightingale making vocal 
the darkness. 

Outside the villages every roadway is ver- 

nal. ‘The hedgerows creep along on either 
side, trees are frequent, and here and there 
are patches of woodland. Secluded nesting- 

places and retreats for the rabbits - others 

of the lesser wild creatures abound. Nature’s 
little proteges thrive and multiply in spite of 
either the guns of the gentry in the shooting 
season, or the wiles of the poachers. The 
hawthorn hedgerows are wellnigh impassable 

and prevent one’s 

A VIEW AT BRENCHLEY CHURCH 

| sesses any 
natural beau- 

ty to attract 
the loiterer. 
In the hol- 
lows are the 

streams that 
in this moist 

climate are 

kept brim- 

ming nearly 
all the year, 

and on the 

hills you may 
find groves of 
ancient oaks 

and __ beeches 

and pasture- 

land with 

thickets of 
furze and broom and holly. The landscape 

itself, wherever seen, is undulating in its 
lines and there is no raggedness or angu- 

larity. The hills are rounded and the vel- 
vety turf overlies all in graceful contour. 

if you would have historic attraction, you 
never have far to go to encounter contie or 

manor house, a battlefield, or something else 
that has close connection with the storied 
past. The history has more than casual in- 
terest; for England is our mother country, 
and at a not very remote period her past is 

blended with our 
crossing the fields at 

will, yet the whole 
country is networked 

with paths that enter 

and leave the fields 

with convenient 

stiles. These paths 

furnish the most de- 
lightful walks in the 
world. They are 
short cuts between 

villages and farm- 
houses, and they give 
access to every hill 
and _ hollow that pos- AN ENGLISH FIELD PATH 

own. It takes but a 
short acquaintance 
with the country and 

its people to cultivate 

a feeling of close kin- 
ship, and to rouse a 

genuine respect for 

much in English 
character and institu- 

tions. As for nature 
and the homes in the 
rural villages, once 
seen, their charm will 
dwell in the memory 
always. 

19 
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THE RESTORED TERRACE OF THE FARMHOUSE 

TWO OLD NEW ENGLAND HOUSES 

By R. CLIPSTON STURGIS 

LL along the New England shore are 

small houses, remnants of the earlier 
settlements, which buildings, in their quiet 
charm, and refinement of mass and detail, 
are a constant reproach to the modern work 

that represents the desires and tastes of the 
corresponding class of people. Possibly the 
New England farmer of to-day is not intel- 
lectually the equal of the Colonial settler, 

who farmed because no large sphere was 

then open to him; but even among the 

better educated people of the present day, 
it is a distinct minority who understand 
and appreciate the artistic value of restraint, 
the true meaning of proportion in_ its 
broad sense. Such a feeling actuated, per- 
haps unconsciously, the early builders of 

they built 

must have been 

these modest farmhouses. If 
without knowledge, they 
gifted with happy instinct. 

The cottage illustrated here is one of a type 
very common in the neighborhood of Ports- 
mouth, either on the good farm land back a 
bit from the water, or on the poorer land 
reaching down to the many creeks and back- 

waters which compose the outlets of the 
Piscataqua. It is a small one-story cottage 

with an attic. ~The eaves are so low that 
one can touch them from the ground, and 
the lilacs rise nearly to the ridge. Grouped 
around a great central chimney, which con- 
tained three open fire-places and the oven, 
were kitchen and scullery on the north and 
the parlor and another small room on the 

21 
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Two Old New England Houses 

THE CABBAGE PATCH IN 

south. Upstairs is one good-sized room,— 
the ceiling furred to an oval shape,—and two 

smaller rooms over the kitchen. Outside, 

and, in this case, at a little distance from 
the house, are the barns, shed and various 

-_ iH 

FRONT OF THE FARMHOUSE 

farm outbuildings. The place had been neg- 

lected for years when we moved in, and but 

faint evidences remained of the care and 

thrift of earlier owners. In front, a half fallen 
wall indicated a terrace on which still stood 

THE FARMHOUSE FROM THE NORTH 

tv t- 



House and Garden 

A WEATHER-BOARDED GABLE 

two old hawthorns, a pink and a white; and 
below this a rank growth of weeds seemed to 

indicate that the richer soil of a garden had 
once been here. No one who has a mere 

summer home can do more than make a pre- 

tense at having a garden and keeping it in 

proper order; but it is a keen pleasure to 

work on it, even if it must be left to others, 
or to itself, for six or seven months. In its 
present condition it is therefore by no means 
a model, but is at all events 
more kempt and cared for 

than when it was taken in 

hand. ‘The upper terrace has 

been regraded and still the 
pink hawthorn fills the spring 
air with its rather overpower- 

ing odor, but the white one 
has been choked by a raised 
grade. The second terrace is 

once more a_ garden—the 
rank weeds still grow there— 

but there are flowers too. In 
August the roses are few 
but the phlox is magnificent. 
Still another terrace has been 
made below this, and it has 
been suggested to have bowls 
here. I have no good garden 
roller, and the madame says 

THE INFORMAL PLAN 

the balls would imagine they were running 

hurdle races rather than rolling on a bowling 
green: all the more skill then to make them 
land near the jack. The first few years | 
tried a kitchen- idee near the barn, on nearly 
an acre of ground. Two men could never 
keep it in order. Sometimes we had peas 

and beans by the bushel which no one wanted 
to buy, and at other times we had nothing. 
Cauliflowers seemed to have forgotten their 
business and would insist on producing leaves, 
and brussel sprouts wouldn’t make nice little 

buttons, but produced young cabbages in- 
stead. 

So the kitchen-garden was reduced in size 

and moved down near the house, where it 1s 
at all events more tidy and more handy, even 

THE BARNS OF THE FARMHOUSE 
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House and Garden 

A SHELTERED DOORWAY OF THE WENTWORTH HOUSE 

if not more productive. As a matter of fact 
a well kept kitchen-garden properly laid out 
is just about as interesting as a flower garden, 
and there is no reason why one shouldn’t 
have flowers in the kitchen-garden too. If 
you have the dwarf fruits, you have a garden 
which can hold its own well with the flower 
garden and is a most fit and proper adjunct to 
a house which is really nothing but a little 
farmhouse. 

In simplicity of sentiment the old Went- 
worth house stands in closer relation to the 
farmhouse than it does to the finer houses of 
the town, which were its contemporaries. It 
is true it has a fine room, the banqueting hall, 
a parlor, which is on quite a different scale 
from the farmhouse parlor, yet it is what | 
may call countrified. It is not fashionably 
classic in its plan, which is rambling and un- 
balanced and its detail is simple, almost naive. 
Like the cottage, the governor's old summer 
place had passed through a state of decayed 
gentility, much neglected, dirty and ill- cared 
for, but yet showing unmistakable marks of 

its past, and retaining the chief features of its 
architecture unchanged, it stood a somewhat 
sad reminder of former dignity. Fortunately 
it fell into the hands of one who cared for its 
past, and for its many homely beauties of the 
present, and it is now as attractive as in its 
palmiest days, even though no governor’s 
guard stack arms in the vestibule and no 
Colonial bloods feast in the banqueting room 
or play in the card rooms. The house is 
unlike any other of that period that I know of. 
It seems to have been built or put together 
at various times without a trace of the os 
arrangement of rooms which was even then 
an accepted method of planning everywhere 
in the colonies. I fancy there was never 
much careful gardening about this old house; 
it seems to have been more like a country 
villa for occasional outings than a country 
home, and the Wentworths had fine gardens 
at their town house, only two miles off. But 
the little enclosed spot, where now lilies and 
roses bloom, might well have been meant 
originally for a door-yard garden, and the 

25 
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House and Garden 

lilacs which protect it 
from the north and 
east were not planted 
yesterday. Below 

the garden, to the 
east, is the long ram- 
bling shed, for mis- 
cellaneous uses in the 

old days, now a stu- 
dio, and a boat- 
house; and beyond 

this again the pier 
and floats stretching 
out to a deep pool 

which gives room for 

the boats at the low- 

est tide. Undoubt- 

edly the old landing 
was here, probably a 

timber esihs for some 

old logs still lie em- 

bedded there. The 

whole shore is full of 

THE BOATHOUSE 

memories of these earlier days and one read- 
ily imagines the governor with his gay party 

' friends coming down the river in barges, 
and enjoying Little Harbor and the open 
ocean, perhaps venturing out to the shoals 
and tasting the hospitality of Laighton, who 
was even then keeping an inn and licensed 
to sell beer; or visiting the lonely rock 

A WING OF THE WENTWORTH HOUSE 

where the tall lighthouse now 
stands, which a few years later 

was to be the scene of that 
grim tragedy—E nglish seamen 
starving for weeks in bleak De- 

cember on the barren rock, kept 
alive eventually by that last re- 

sort, and rescued at the end 
only through the sacrifice of two 
of their number. 

On shore the gay crowd at 
the governor’s house probably 

recked little of the humble 
household at the cottage; but in 
later days the small Gotne had 
its crumb of history, too, for 
falling into the hands of some 
refugees, it sheltered once Louis 
Philippe during his wanderings 
in this country. 

A collection should be made 
of drawings and photographs of the small 
farmhouses which dot our New England 
coasts. The native owners neither appreciate 
nor value them; the modern flimsy cottage 
is in their eyes more to be desired. The 
summer boarder is looking for bath rooms 

with hot and cold water, and soon these 
charming buildings will be but a memory. 

——— 
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AMERICAN GARDEN POTTERY 

By SAMUEL SWIFT 

LMOST a necessity in the modern 
country estate, garden pottery is yet 

so new a factor here that its production is 
what tariff-framers might accurately describe 

as an infant industry. Much as we like 

to forget the Egyptian darkness out of 

which we have lately emerged, it is fair to 
assume that the terra-cotta vase or urn or 
tree tub is the immediate successor (though 

surely it marks a change of dynasty as well 

as of ruler) of the cast iron receptacle with- 
out which no man’s garden was once com- 
plete. And these were contemporary with 

the lurking dogs, the frightened deer and 

other fauna imperishably preserved in this 

merciless substance, whose coats were fresh- 
ened once a year with new paint.  Survi- 

GARDEN POTTERY 

vors of this style bear dates shockingly re- 
cent, and it is this that one must keep | 
mind when tempted to grow restive under 

the present limitations of American garden 
pottery. After all, public taste has made 

great strides of late, and it cannot be forced 

ahead too fast, without danger of diffusing 
and nullifying. its power. Patience must be 

exercised, for it is upon the public that the 

raising of this industry into its proper place 

as one of the minor arts must ultimately 

depend. 

That little short of a miracle has been ac- 
complished, nearly any country place laid 
out within the past ten years will prove. 

Urns and tree jars are used with frequency 

and aptness as accessories in schemes of 

AMID SHRUBBERY 
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American Garden Pottery 

From Mr. Stanford White’ s model From a model provided by Mr. Charles A. Platt B 

ITALIAN JARS MADE BY THE PERTH AMBOY TERRA COTTA CO, 

architectural or garden design. Placed on 
boundary walls, gateposts or balustrades, 
they provide accents and focal points, irre- 

spective of their own possibilities in formal 

beauty or as color notes, or of their func- 

tions as holders of plants or trees. How 

completely, too, a pair of well chosen pots, 

guarding a short flight of steps, as on a ter- 

race, supp ylies a subtly felt architectonic need ! 

hey act as portals, they mark a definite 
beginning of the ascent, they set bounds to 
it in terms that admit of no uncertainty, yet 

without a too insistent proclamation, Formal 

gardens are hardly to be laid out without a 
half dozen or more specimens of the marble 

or terra-cotta vase. Along the pavement by 

the house itself, and in its very courtyard, 
these convenient, movable, decorative fact- 
ors of design are invaluable. And, as seen 
in the Giraud Foster place at Lenox, the 
garden jar is equally applicable to wholly in- 
tormal parts of a design. In short, this par- 
ticular class of ornament, which reached sO 
high a development in Italian and French 
villas of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, has at last made a place for itself 
here, and it has come to stay. The de- 

mand is growing with the marked turning 
toward country life. Architects and ‘their 

clients are using these decorative pots more 
and more. 

What are the American “ art’’ potteries 

From models provided by Mr. Stanford White 

ITALIAN JARS MADE BY THE 

Designed by Messrs. Carrtre & Hastings f 

PERTH AMBOY TERRA COTTA CO, 



House and Garden 

doing, in view of 
these chances? On 
the whole, in spite 
of certain fortunate 
instances, they 
have not fully re- 
alized their duty of 
fostering this in- 

creasing demand 

and turning it 

toward the higher 
forms of garden 
ornaments. This 
is the conclusion 
reached after a 
somewhat careful 
investigation. The tend- 

ency is too much toward 

making immediate profits 

upon cheap products, 
rather than striving to 
establish and enlarge the 
market for the best and 
most personal designs. 

Out of the dozen pot- 
teries to which one natur- 

ally looks for response to 

this new opportunity 
(which they had no hand 

in creating) only half 
have seriously entered 

the field. The Rookwood 

Pottery at Cincinnati, a 
veteran in the artistic 

working of clay, has done 
nothing yet. Neither 

have the Van Briggle es- 
tablishment at Colorado 

Springs nor the Newcomb 

College at New Orleans, 
although the Van Briggle 
firm has begun experi- 

menting along these lines. 

Charles Volkmar, whose 
art experience goes back 

to days at Barbizon when 
he was a young and not 

wholly appreciative asso- 

ciate of Jean Francois 
Millet and his family, 
has worked years at his 
small pottery at Corona, 
L. 1., and more lately at 

PRODUCTS OF THE PERTH 

AMBOY TERRA COTTA CO. 

Metuchen, N. J., 
without venturing 
into designs upon 
an outdoor scale, 
though he has been 
successful with 
mantel tiles and 
other architectural 
pieces. Robertson, 
of Dedham, has 
sounded the gamut 
of greens and reds 
and grays without 
seeking expression 
through garden 
pottery. Nothing 

has yet come from the 
Low Tile Works at 

Chelsea. 
Designers and pro- 

ducers of American gar- 
den pottery known to 

the writer are the Merri- 
mac Pottery, at New- 
buryport, Mass.,of which 
T. S. Nickerson is presi- 

dent ; the Perth Amboy 
Terra Cotta Company ; 

The Grueby Faience 
Company, of Boston; 
William Galloway’s Wal- 

nut Street Potteries, 
Philadelphia; the Poillon 
Pottery, of Woodbridge, 
New Jersey; and last, 

though not surpassed by 

any in artistic spirit, one 
of the Brush Guild work- 
ers in New York, Lucie 
Fairfield Perkins. Be- 
sides these, the Moravian 
Pottery at Doylestown, 
Pa., by assembling large 
tiles on a backing of 

cement, constructs gar- 
den vases of square, hex- 
agonal or other shapes. 

Let the reader study 
the illustrations repre- 
senting these potters, and 
he will be ready to regret 
that so few American de- 
signers have carried over 
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American Garden Pottery 
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LARGF GARDEN VASE MADE 

THE MERRIMAC POTTERY 

TERRA-COTTA FLOWER JARS MADE AT THE 

MERRIMAC POTTERY 

siderable, to allow for roots of bay or other trees, and if 

the plant be a hardy one, the vessel should be sufficiently 
cone shaped to give the earth in it a chance to rise 
and expand with frost, without cracking the sides of the 
jar. The point to be made here is that no matter how 
one elects to vary the design, he can almost certainly 
find, among the stores of ancient art and utility happily 
preserved to the world, some old-time piece that will help 

to solve the problem. Indeed, one may thus 
into their work the personal, the human 

quality. He will wonder why, when muse- 
ums hold rich stores of Cyprian antique 
vessels, of old Italian pieces, of Chinese and 
Japanese wares, and of the ancient pottery 

of North American Indian races, quite com- 

parable, in its way, with that of Europe—he 

will wonder why this free heritage has been 
either wholly neglected or used, in many 
cases, SO unintellige ntly. On the other hand, 
the reader will be interested to note certain 

evidences, not only of the successful repro- 
duction of old designs, but of a true absorp- 
tion of their spirit, and, in Miss Perkins’s 
case, a power of developing from them along lines 
wholly justifiable and quite individual. 

Garden pottery may well be of various forms, since 

Tall urns, with narrow 

mouths, or even with covers, may give a pair of tolerably 
it 1s put to all sorts of uses. 

commonplace gateposts an air of consequence, 

other extreme, a shallow, open bowl, is for small plants 

ona porch or other place easy of access, and not archi- 
Between these two limits, shapes 

and sizes may be of almost endless variety, as special 

Generally, the depth must be con- 

tecturally important. 

conditions demand. 

get hints of the most practical sort, as to 
form, proportion, the relation of thickness to 
size aad curvature, the capacities and limita- 

tions of the material, the use of color and 
decoration, the effect of glares and textures. 

Such work is a safe model, whether one 
wishes to reproduce it verbatim, so to say, or, 
better yet, to study its character as one would 
go over a Haydn sonata, in order to absorb 
its lessons of structural beauty as a guide to 

original design, more directly touched by 
modern conditions. In the case of the old 
pottery, its excellence is largely due to its 

ab al 
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House and Garden 

having been produced when : 
the style was vitalized by 
actual demand for utilitarian 
purposes. The best period 
of any art or industry is the 
time when its products are 

Oo 

WORK OF THE MERRIMAC POTTERY 

truly functional, when they express their part inal pieces have been carefully taken, and 
of the life in which they figure. The old in many cases are altogether charming. 
water jars, now much treasured by architects New models, developed with the indirect 
and landscape gardeners, were meant to be aid of old pots, along reverent and skill- 
handled by ordinary folk,who regarded them ful lines, lay claim to warm appreciation. 
not as works of art, but as tools of their daily — Imitations of the foreign original, on a dif- 
life. The vessels had to be strong enough ferent scale, have been, with few exceptions, 
to bear the burdens required of them; their wantonly bad. In the first place, it is not 
shapes were made convenient, and their han- practicable to enlarge or reduce mathemat- 
dles were modeled on the main body with — ically a design made for a certain size. 
the knowledge that they must stand a heavy Proportions, in other words, hold good 
strain. Old Spanish oil jars were made of only for the particular scale in which the 
solid material, with substantial bottoms, and work is conceived. Was it not a French 
with contour curves persuaded rather than writer who declared that to multiply with 
forced. And though the surfaces of these rigid accuracy the dimensions of a small 
vessels were often simple to severity, one sculptured figure would make it no longer 
always feels the life-giving personal touch, human, but a monster? 
the absence of the machine-made accuracy The potter in America, whatever his 
of to-day. nationality or previous experience, takes all 

Antique designs, of course, have not es- too readily to the use of mechanical devices 
caped American potters. They have been to save hand modeling. The potter’s wheel, 
used in three ways. Direct castings or repro- _ which has antiquity to recommend it, is rarely 
ductions, from moulds made from the orig- found in its old form in this country (Charles 

Volkmar still uses it), but 
there are such equivalents 
as a wooden slat or board, 
with zine edge cut into the 
desired outline, pivoted on 
a center and swung around 

to mark out the damp clay 
with smooth infallibility. 
Thus is the life effaced from 

TERRA COTTA URNS the copy; thus its surface MADE BY WM. GALLOWAY “ 
P 
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American Garden Pottery 

is made uniform with the 
JIE SG IGE» cold perfection of ma 

chinery. The human 

eye and brain and hand 

have left scarcely a vis 

ible mark upon such a 

product. It comes into 

the art-world orphaned, 

and it 1s as dull and 

impeccable as one of 

Bouguereau's respect 

At one 

its story is told. 

The original theme or 

contour may have con- 

able paintings. 
glance 

tained admirable possi 

bilities for an artist- 

craftsman, but have they been even suggested 

here? W hat can a purely mechanical pro- 
cess, not of true reproduction, but of mere 

copying by rule and measure, transmit, « of 

the idiom, the enthusiasm, of the creator’s 
hand? Meanwhile, architects that know bet- 

ter go blithely on, either endorsing machine- 

PRODUCTS OF THE GALLOWAY POTTERY 

original is furnished by an architect who re- 
stricts reproduction to the needs of his own 

clients. Nearly all potters, however, would 

regard it as ideal were they able to make each 

work turned out an original—and this not 

from business motives, but from artistic con- 
viction. Yet in garden design, it is often 

made pottery or buying it for their clients. 

So it happens that in spite of a heavy tariff 

duty, foreign contemporary or antique pieces 

figure largely among the higher priced and 

advisable to have several vases exactly alike. 

Since it is possible to preserve in a well made 

cast both the substance and the accidents of 
the model, the weight of argument seems to 

more desirable specimens in the market. 
The question of cost involves another in- 

teresting point. How far is it justifiable to 
repeat a successful vase or urn?_ If an origi- 

nal be not duplicated, the designer cannot af- 
ford to sell it for less than, say, fifty dollars. 
If casts be taken, the price may easily be re- 

duced to ten or even five dollars. In prac- 

favor a limited number of fac-similes. Make 
a design too common and it loses its potency; 

but is Whistler’s etched portrait of his early 
London patron, of which one of the three 
existing prints was recently sold in New 

York any more precious as a work of art 

than one of his equally interesting: Thames 
plates, of which nearly fifty impressions were 

tice, nearly every piece is multiplied as long struck? Economically, the reasonably lim- 
as the demand holds out, except when the _ ited edition, in the case of garden pottery, 

seems wholly justified, es- 
pecially as it enables the 

designer to find a larger 

public for that which makes 

for artistic righteousness, 
and offers him, also, a 
better reward than the un- 
certain return from occa- 
sionally selling one undu- 

plicated piece. 

Before examining in 
detail the work now being 
done in American garden 
pottery, it may be added 
that not only must the vase rERRA COTTA URNS MADE BY WM. GALLOWAY 
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sand blast over the surface. Applied or incised decor- 

ations afford a touchstone of the designer’s skill and 
taste. Every style has its own character, but moder- 
ation is a word fitly spoken in them all. Above all, 
the decoration should bear some discernible relation to 

the form of the vessel itself. To key these two factors 
together is to have won one’s spurs as an artist-potter. 

To come down to actual practice, let the reader note 
the several illustrations of the Perth Amboy ‘Terra 
Cotta Company’s work. For true reproductions of old 

Italian specimens, we have those marked A, B, C and D. 
The first piece was sent to the pottery by Mr. Stanford 
White, and the second by Mr. Charles A. Platt. A,C 
and D were once oil jars, as their two bung-holes show, 
while B is as distinctively intended for holding a tree. 
In all four, the contour pleases the eye and there is 
purposeful and not too involved agg ese The belts 

and their connecting diagonals in A have an agreeable 
freedom, almost a casual quality ; ; you like to think of 

the original potter pausing to look at his work and 

surveying it lovingly, near by and at a distance. Surely 

he might have kept that dominating girdle around its 
middle more nearly of one size and direction, but for 

AN URN MADE BY WM. GALLowAy the good of art and to satisfy his own instinct, he re- 
frained froma too free use of compasses and 

be durable and its surface non-absorbent, but calipers. For the potter, though he must be 
that color should be subordinated to both an architect in little, should also be a sculp- 
form and decoration. Permissible colors are tor im posse and while his work must not 

virtually limited to the reds and browns of _ only be strong, but look so, it may well en- 

the soil, to the greens of foliage, and to the _joy a little license, else he might better turn 

“THE TRIUMPH OF NEPTUNE” 

ee ee ee 

eh ene 

whites and grays that harmonize with nearly __his attention to bridge beams and locomotive 
everything. Glazes may be of the highly boilers. 
polished sort or of the less assuming variety This old terra-cotta tree tub, too, has its 
known as matte, with its dull, unglossed fin- whims of curvature and decoration. The 
ish, produced in the kiln or by directing a —architect’s order was to carry out a dozen 

FLOWER BOXES MADE OF TILES AT THE MORAVIAN POTTERY 
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AN INSET ORNAMENT 

MADE BY THE GRUEBY FAIENCE CO, 

or more reproductions in solid green glaze, 
tor the estate of a western client. In firing 
one lot of these tubs the color ran, leaving 
them with delightful green and white mark- 
ings. But as the order had been for plain 
green the results of this happy accident were 
not accepted by the garden maker. _ Inci- 

dentally, the pottery firm obtained a sug- 

gestion for a new modification of glazes— 

comparable, in a minor way, to the lucky 
discovery of rough and “ warty” brick seve- 
ral years ago through the firing of a lot that 
had been rained on when still soft. The 

green glaze of C and D, with its interesting 
surface, reflecting unexpected lights and 
darks, derives part of its beauty from the 

lively texture of the jar itself. Its coarse- 
ness 1s decidedly a merit. 

Now compare with these the much stiffer 

yet still excellent design E, also furnished 
by Mr. Stanford White. The difference is at 
once perceptible. The workmanship of 

this truncated cone is as geometric as the 
name of its shape. 

Save for a few tool 

marks on either 

side of the mod 

eled flower form, 

the tree tub is all 

but voiceless, so 

far as individual- 
ity goes. No such 

license was In or- 
der here as in the 

36 

A FLOWER POT AND BOWL 

older pieces, but MADE BY THE GRUEBY FAIENCE CO. 

one cannot avoid the feeling that this was 
cast from a model turned off with a template 
made from a mechanical drawing. Its lower 
half is about as uninspiring as a billiard ball 

—but for the spacing of the bands and the 

big rim, the jar would be quite common- 

place, in spite of its admirable suitability for 

the housing of a tree. Similar criticism 

must apply to F, used by Messrs. Carrere 
and Hastings for the Hotel Ponce de Leon 
grounds at St. Augustine. Had its work- 
manship been less dry and accurate the total 
effect would have been far happier. Look 

closely at the suave antique shape marked 
G and you can see the unemotional hori- 
zontal lines produced by sweeping around 
its body with the tool. Thus has its artistic 
life blood been drained. The unyielding 
accuracy of the frieze pattern of H helps to 
make it commonplace. 

Using a form of the potter's wheel, and 
announcing that all its garden pieces, except 
a few specified, are thrown on the wheel by 

hand, The Merri- 
mac Pottery has 
chosen some ex- 

ceedingly good 

shapes which lack 
only the personal 

quality in their 
execution to chal- 
lenge warm ad- 
miration. Of 

these is the large 
jar marked K. 
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Would that the potter 

had put a thought more 
elasticity into the con- 

tour lines (which look as 

though under internal 
pressure) and had not 
smoothed out the light 

and shade of the encirc- 

ling garland! The dis- 

tinguished Greek vase 

L.,a half ovoid in shape, 
is said to have been 

modeled by hand, but 
it discloses little enthu- 

siasm. The potter came 

nearer to expressing him- 

self in the Japanese jar, 
M, which is symmetrical 

in the right sense, and is 
one of the best Merrimac 

productions. Uncom- 

mon in shape, though 

still too measured in 

treatment is the tall A WALL POCKET FOR FLOWERS 

De igned by Theodore Hanford Pond 

vase marked N, and 
both archaic and grace- 
ful is O. Plainly, if the 
handicraft here and in 
the other Merrimac de- 
signs were on a par with 

the selection of patterns, 
some quite wonderful re- 
sults might ensue. 

Antique shapes and 
those of the profuse 
Louis Quatorze period 
are produced at the old 

pottery of William Gal- 
loway in Philadelphia 

without appearing to 

exercise much influence 

upon the modern de- 

signs turned out by the 
same establishment. 

The concise and elegant 

piece marked R (using 

the latter adjective in its 
original significance), was 

= | 
Designed by Theodore Hanford Pond 

TERRA COTTA TREE JARS MADE AT THE POILLON POTTERY 
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4 GARDEN BOWL 
D i by T. H. Pond Made at The Poillon Pottery 

patterned after a vessel found at Pompeii. 

Nothing else shown in this article matches 
it in a certain crispness and vigor of style. 
Hias it not a touch of the pagan pride 

that claimed the place and period for its 

own? By its side the vase marked S is 

diffuse, almost garrulous, without saying 
half so much, while T, another antique 

shape, is more beautiful without possessing 
the peculiar incisive tang of its neighbor. 

All of these were well worth imitating in 

American pottery, but again this polished 

perfection of surface is regrettable. Pom 

pous and yet characteristic of its time is a 

large Louis XIV vase, “ The Triumph of 

Neptune ” (W), while in X and Y, baroque 

superfluity and heaviness have already made 

their appearance. 

Ihe Grueby Faience Company, of Boston, 

has included in its outdoor pottery decora 

tive bits for fountains and balustrades, insets 

for garden walls and tiles for piazza screens, 
as well as the usual j jars and vases for plants. 
No other American pottery excels this one 

in the cool and agreeable surface of its ware, 

and none has put forth a more artistic or 

personal piece of work than the large shal 
low bowl shown in the illustration. Grueby 

ware, whose shapes are designed by George 
¥ Kendrick , has a texture softly luminous, 

without hinting at polish. Its skin is sonactls 

and fine, but not inanimate. In this bowl, 

for example, it is particularly luscious and 

desirable. This, in fact, is one of the not 

too numerous examples of American garden 

pottery that may properly be the subject of 
enthusiasm. It is far superior to the taller 

Grueby pot reproduced here. 

Krom the same establishment came the 

lion’s head in terra-cotta, for a fountain in the 
Dublin, N. H., garden of Mr. J. Lawrence 
Mauran, the St. Louis architect. This wasa 
happy idea, and the surroundings are es- 
pecially fortunate. It is included here as a 
hint at the scope of terra-cotta, when prop- 
erly treated, as a decorative factor in the gar- 
den. Quite novel is the piazza railing of 
perforated tiles, glazed on both sides, for a 
Cambridge house whose architect was Mr. H. 
Langford Warren. ‘The danger of breakage 
may be less than it looks, but terra-cotta, 
though an inch cube, will resist 6,500 pounds 
if thoroughly hardened. Probably this was 
experimental ; ; but it is pleasing enough to 

suggest a repetition, and, in that case, the 
design might profitably be varied in adjoin- 
ing sections of the railing. 

Seeking “structural, simple lines,” and 
aiming to adapt his designs to the exact need 
and peculiarity of each new set of conditions, 
Theodore Hanford Pond, designer for the 
Poillon Pottery at W oodbridge has, con- 
sciously or not, drifted into the pathway of 
“7” Art Nouveau.” He has sought to give 
his work “absolute suitability to uses and 
materials, without a blind adherence to classic 
or stereotyped forms and lines.” But has he 

A PIERCED JARDINIERE acl 
Designed by T. H. Pond Made at The Poillon Pottery 
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TERRA COTTA JARS BY LUCIE F, PERKINS, OF THE BRUSH GUILD 

succeeded in gaining simplicity ? Could any- 

thing be more complex than the surfaces in 
the Poillon ware tree pot AA? What de- 
ducible law does the curve of the underbody 
follow? Beauty that depends largely upon 

the lawless and the accidental has not in 
artificial objects, the elements of stability. 
The tree tub BB, in white unglazed Parian 

ware, has more to recommend it, and what- 
ever one’s views as to Art Nouveau, he 
must acknowledge the assertiveness of such 
specimens as these and their handsome qual- 
ities of texture. That Mr. Pond is highly 
ingenious in devising forms and uses for 

outdoor pottery may be learned from the 

window ledge boxes he has designed and 
from his wall pocket, to be hung against a 
piazza post or in any convenient place. Any 
one of several colors is used for these pieces, 

with yellow a favorite, in a dull matte glaze. 
Here, too, must be mentioned a big garden 
bowl, CC, and a pierced and modeled jar- 
diniere stand, DD, the latter made after the 
general plan of 

but not too much. For who else has so 
absorbed the spirit that animated the old 
Etruscan and Indian potters, those curi- 
ously contrasting “seekers for pagan per- 
fection?” Where again, among American 
potters, shall you find so keen a feeling 
for absolute beauty of form, for the true 
function of decoration, for the serene and 
authoritative in contour? Miss Perkins is a 
sculptor and she has modeled these jars 
without the aid of a potter’s wheel or other 
mechanical device. Her work frankly ac- 
knowledges a delight in the classics, and 
conviction that the ancients are scarcely to be 
outdone. If she were a composer of music, 
one would say that she had studied Bach and 
Palestrina and Mozart, without neglecting 
the modern Brahms, and with a keen inter- 
est, moreover, in the Indian music lore of 
North America. Like Arthur Farwell, who 
has been turning to good account these very 
Indian melodies as a basis for a fresh and in- 
spiring musical expression, Miss Perkins has 

profited, fol- 

Chinese garden - 
seats of long 

ago. 
To declare 

the garden pot- 
tery of Miss 
Lucie Perkins 

the most hope- 

ful, in an artistic 
way, that is now 
being produced 
in this country 
is to say much, 

HH WORK OF LUCIE F, PERKINS I white 

lowing the foot- 
steps of George 
de Forest Brush, 
by the noble 

and dignified 
achievements of 
ancient native 
races. 

Miss Perkins 
has used for her 
garden pottery 
red, buff or 

terra- 
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American Garden Pottery 

cotta, with matte glaze, 

reduced by the sand 

blast to a rich but quiet 

surface. Though this 

sculptor- potter never 

deliberately copies, 

preferring to weave 

together her impres 

sions into an individ 

ual whole, the Indian 

character shows in the 

subtly curved and 

simply decorated jars 

marked EE and FF. The tall vase, HH, 

is an early one, and JJ also belongs to the 
beginning of Miss Perkins’s garden pottery 

work, three years ago. Italian and Byzan 

tine influences blend in her old well head 

patterns, while the skull of a steer in LL 

(how admirably modeled it 1s and how dec 

orative) takes one back to the plains of the 

GARDEN JARS IN WHITE, GREEN OR REDDISH BROWN TERRA “* 

COTTA, BY LUCIE F. PERKINS 

far west. Fitly proportioned is a square 

vase, made on a great scale, the weight of 
clay used being fully 1,200 pounds. Here 
Miss Perkins has proven her wisdom by 
keeping in mind the form naturally taken 

by an architectural column capital. Such 

garden pottery as this should “turn many 

to righteousness.” 

MODELLED DESIGN FOR A SUN-DIAL, BY EDITH W. BURROUGHS 

dwarded the query Pri ¢ by (be Architectural League of New York 
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By MRS. J. 

HEN one has lived fora time in a house 
witha patio, or uncovered central court, 

he comes to believe that the Moors of Spain 

had some very sensible and pleasing ideas in 
architecture. The scheme of building a 
house around an open 

eee —_ — 

PATIO IN MEXICO 

K. HUDSON 

make a picturesque interior that can be sur- 
passed by no other style. This slight but 
constant variation of both outline and detail 
give evidence of the inherent artistic taste and 

ability of the Mexican artisan. He appre- 
ciates that repetition 

space and enclosing 

it with a wall that is 
solid and unbroken, 
except for the wide 
front entrance, is of 
course no longer used 

as a defensive meas- 

ure, as it was long 
ago and for many 
years both in Spain 

and the Latin-Amer- 

ican countries; but 

what was once a ne- 

cessity for protection 

is now a necessity for 
pleasure and comfort 
with Mexican people 

of the better class. 
A Mexican gentle- 

man’s home i1s_ his 

castle in the strictest 
interpretation of that 
phrase which means 
so much. When he 
has driven through 
his gate, which is also 
his front door, and 
the bar is put up, 

he is as completely 

isolated from the streets as if he were miles 
away. The fountains and the flowers and 
the birds that surround him there are his 
own, and his family make a little world of 
their own. The patio affords fine opportu- 
nity for the use of prominent features of 
Moresque architecture—the arch and the ar- 
cade and the pillar—and the display of these 
beauty-lines is very pleasing and effective. 

Two or three tiers of corridors, each one dif- 
fering in some way from every other one, 

CLOISTERS AT XOCHIMILCO 

——— 

is the first law of 
beauty in architec- 
ture, as in music, but 
recognizes that vari- 
ation is its twin sister. 
The first or ground- 

level storey, in the 

typical Mexican city 
home, is devoted to 
the horses, carriages 
and servants, so far 
as the covered por- 
tion is concerned. 
The central area is 
more or less elab- 

orately ornamented 

with potted plants, 
vines and fountains. 
Wide stairways lead 
from the patio to the 
parlors and libraries 
and chambers of the 
upper floors, all open- 
ing into the corridors 
that surround the pa- 
tio on all sides of each 
storey. In the less 
pretentious houses, 
where there are no 

coaches and few servants, the windows of 
the main living-rooms open on the street, 
but they are always protected by iron grat- 
ings that give the exclusive, mysterious ap- 
pearance that our homes lack. We admire a 
house that looks inviting, and pride ourselves 
upon a hospitable entrance ; we have elimin- 
ated our division fences and thrown open 
our parks and private grounds until there is 
no such thing as exclusion left, at least for 
the eye. There are preserves upon which 

41 
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House and Garden 

A PATIO IN GUADALAJARA 

the foot of the passerby may not trespass, 
plenty of them, but there are few homes in 

the cities of the United States that possess 

so much as a nook of outdoors that is not 

open to the public gaze. The holdings of 

great landed proprietors are not taken into 

account in considering the homes of the mul- 
titude, they concern 
so small a number of 
the people. It is the 

house of the work- 
ingman, the business 
man, the profession- 
al man, that marks 
the status of a peo- 
ple. It was a gener- 

ous impulse on the 
part of the Amer- 
icans that resulted 
in the throwing to- 
gether of yards and 
grounds and parks. 
It was the general ef- 
fect that was sought, 

IN THE ITURBIDE HOTEL, MEXICO CITY 

and the giving of opportunity to those 
less favored to at least look upon the well 
kept lawns of the rich. It was indeed a 
generous impulse, even where it was mixed 
with pride, but I shall perhaps never find a 
better opportunity in which to enter my 
protest against the destruction of the old 

fashioned garden, and 
the yard that is one’s 
very own. There are 
yet children in the 
world, even in the 
city, thank heaven, 
and outdoors is as 
essential to-day as it 
was in the beginning. 
Nothing assures 
good neighbors, when 
there are children, 
so surely as a good 

tight fence. But it is 
not for the children’s 
sake alone that I 

tthe 

PATIO OF THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC, MEXICO CITY would preserve the 
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House and Garden 

1a lane 

a ee 

er a 

yard and the garden. Why 
should it be necessary in the 
small city, the town, and the 
village, where ground is not 
so valuable that it must all 
be covered up, to go outside 
the corporate limits to find a 
tree that one dare sit under? 
There used to be grape arbors 
and shady corners shut off 
from the street view, where 
my lady of the house in any 
place but a large city could 
take her book or her knit- 
ting and commune with her- 
self or a friend. Now-a-days 
no one can sit under his own 
vine and fig-tree without mak- 
ing an exhibition of himself. 
It is all wrong. Anything that tends to de- 
stroy the family exclusiveness, the family 

privilege, the family duty of keeping itself to 

itself, is a mistake. 
The patio is a great family protection; it 

fosters the home feeling and keeps the mem- 
bers together. Next to the patio, and an 
outgrowth of it, of course, is the dear de- 
lightful garden eo New Orleans and other 

PATIO OF THE DESERTED MONASTERY AT MEXICALCINGO 

southern cities, so lovingly described by Mr. 

Cable, and then the old New E ngland gar- 

den hedged in by its own growth. 
The stone carving on the multiplied arches 

of many of the public buildings and old mon- 
asteries of Mexico is marvellously intricate 

and ornate, and much of it is very beautiful, 
the decorative features of almost all Mexican 
houses being inside and mainly in the patio. 

The patio of tenement houses, 
where great numbers of poor people 
live, are entrancingly picturesque, 
with their many angles and quaint 
stairways, their thronging population 
and bits of bright color hanging up 
to dry—for it is always washday in 
Mexico. The old stone and stucco 
walls are oftea weather-stained in 
soft brick dust and rose tints, and 
blended creams and mouldy greens 

cover spaces that delight the artist’s 
eye. But unless one has a pot of 
paints and really wishes a fine study 
for a picture, it were just as well not 
to linger in these patio interiors 
where the lower class people dwell. 
The odors are indescribable and can 
only arise from ages of time and 
untidiness. 

Public buildings of various kinds, 
governmental and institutional, have 
more than one patio, often several. 

AN OLD PATIO NEAR GUADALUPE 

The national palace in Mexico City 

contains a number of patios, the 
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The Patio in Mexico 

rHE RELATION OF THE STABLE 

rO THE HOUSE AND PATIO 

building having been added to from time to 
time ever since the days of Cortez. The 

main or central court in the Palace is 131 
feet square, surrounded with arches and 

magnificently ornamented. 

The patio was an important portion of 

the old business houses of Mexico, serving 
as it did as store-house, receiving, shipping, 

packing and unpacking quarters. In many 

of these massive old structures the patio 1s 

now utilized as salesrooms and display rooms 

for goods, but there are plenty of business 
houses left where the patio still serves its 

original purpose. 

The traveler, or the sojourner in Mexico, 
receives his most pleasing impressions of the 

patio from the glimpses he receives as he 
passes by, for he is not often favored with an 
interior view of the patio of a true Mexican 

PATIO OF THE JOCKEY CLUB 

MEXICO CITY 

home. But the passing glance reveals enough 

of the exclusive charm of the patio to make 

it very attractive to the home lover. 

PATIO OF THE OLD CONVENT OF LA MERCED 

MEXICO CITY 
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Notes and Reviews 

HE Art Commission of New York City, 
through the efforts of its president, Mr. 

John De Witt Warner, is planning to form 
a municipal art library as a part of the Com- 

mission’s equipment. It will be, we believe 

the first collection of such works ever siadie 3 

and if accomplished it is to be hoped that it 

will be held accessible to the public. Mr. 
Kdward R. Smith, of the Avery Library, will 
visit Europe this summer for the purpose of 

obtaining a nucleus for the collection. <A 

series of large and accurate maps he regards 
as one of the most desirable acquisitions. 

Works throwing light upon the develop- 
ment of the monumental cities of Europe 
are to be obtained ; and there is every pros- 

pect that Mr. Smith’s wide knowledge of 
architectural and engineering literature will 
bring to New York valuable possessions. 

In “ Mopern Civic Art’ communal art 

is defined anew as the highest art. “ The 

City Made Beautiful”’ are words which the 
author uses to imply the solution of esthetic 

municipal problems by an interchange of 
experience guided by leaders having recog- 
nized artistic judgment. This marks the 
transition from the mere 

cities to real civic art. The impulse to 
beautify is one thing; how to beautify is 
another. ‘The present work is an answer to 

this question in so far as it concerns the de- 
sign of cities. The author, Mr. Charles 
Mulford Robinson, is a recognized spokes- 

man of this new impulse. His ability to 
speak upon the subject is largely due to his 
standing apart from the arenas of specific 

localities where, with eyes upon a vague 
ideal, philanthropists grapple with political 

administrations, or axe-grinders connive at 
private gain under the falsely borne colors of 
municipal art. The realizations of true civic 

art are all so dependent upon diverse causes, 

seen and unseen, that any general treatment 
of that progress the author assures us is 
being made must be done at long range, so 
long indeed that aerial flights are to be ex- 
pected and excused. But the purpose of the 
present work is not dissolved by its ab- 

stract generalizing. It calls together the 

** Modern Civic Art, or The City Made Beautiful,’’ by Charles 
Mulford Robinson 381 pp. octavo. New York and London, G. 

P. Putnam's Sons, 1903. Price, $1.25 net. 
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improvemen: of 

forces of the civic art movement by restate- 
ments telling and sometimes eloquent. This 
art, we are told, is “ municipal” first of all. 
If men seek it they seek it not for art’s 
sake but for the city’s. Architects, sculp- 
tors and painters who urge it “are not 

asking the town to help art but art to help 
the town.”” Desired ends are treated spe- 
cifically and always from the starting point 
of utility. The water approach to the city 
is considered with reference to the imposing 

quays and bridges which dignify and individ- 
ualize European towns. The land approach 
deals with the position and design of railroad 
stations, the administrative center with the 
occupation of a dominant site. Under the 
heading of the street plan of the business 
district legal ways and means are suggested 
for changing or adding streets,—the first 
step in the art of iaibing cities. But 
it is in this chapter that the so-called science 
of city-building assumes a fanciful phase. 

Principles are established by which a new 
city should be laid out. The entrance to 
the town and its important quarters, build- 
ings and foci are to be integrally connected. 

Excellent if these points exist, but as a matter 
of fact they do not, during the early years of a 
city at least. Inthe shifting changeful moods 
of American towns these bases are slow to be- 

come fixed. Such a frequent occurrence as 
the entrance of a new railroad may overthrow 
any architectural scheme ina night. The ef- 
forts of public-spirited societies at prodding 
less eager municipal authorities in Brussels, 
Berlin and New York are summarized in a" 

erence to the furnishings of the street and its 
adornment. The chapter upon temporary z and 
occasional decoration is full of suggestion for 
artistic achievement in the popular celebration 
of historic events. The detailed discussion 
upon particular monuments—familiar though 
many of them are—awakens the desire for 
illustrations; but the book contains none. In 
the discussion of the city plan, especially, dia- 
grams bringing out the author’s points would 
have been valuable. The absence of these 
object lessons before the reader’s eyes robs the 
book of considerable force and definiteness. 

It is, however, a sane and earnest appeal for 
better things. It assembles familiar facts 
into a great force having almost infinite latent 
power. 


